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Introduction 43 We are living in the Anthropocene, an epoch where human actions intentionally and 44 accidentally are changing planetary processes 1 -5 and ecosystems 6 . While some of 45 these changes have been gradual, others have led to surprising, large and persistent 46 ecological regime shifts 7 , 8 . Such shifts challenge ecological management and 47 governance because they substantially alter the availability of ecosystems services 9 , 48 while being difficult to predict and reverse 7 . While the importance of ecological 49 regime shifts is increasingly recognized , and due to these increases the frequency and intensity of 54 regime shifts are expected to increase too 1 4 . However most research on regime shifts 55 is ill-suited to examine this proposition. Research on regime shifts has typically 56 focused on theoretical models , empirical evidence of regime shifts 1 7 , or potential 57 early warnings signals . These approaches require in-depth knowledge of the 58 causal structure of the system or high-quality temporal data, leading to a focus on the 59 analysis of particular cases of regime shifts. Here we complement this work by 60 synthesizing and comparing different types of regime shifts in terms of global change 61 impacts and opportunities for management. Our aim is to understand: What are the 62 main drivers of regime shifts globally? What are their most common impacts on 63 ecosystem services? And, what can be done to manage or avoid them? 64
Materials and Methods

65
We addressed these questions using a diverse set of methods in a six phase process. 66
First we developed a framework for data collection that facilitates comparison among 67 regime shifts, namely the regime shifts database. Second, we identified and grouped 68 the different drivers into hierarchical classes, distinguishing direct from indirect 69 drivers. Third, strategies to manage regime shift drivers were identified and classified 70 according to the scale at which action needs to be taken to tackle the effect of each 71 driver. Fourth, to better understand what the main drivers of regime shifts are we 72 studied their patterns of co-occurrence by constructing and simulating networks. 73
Fifth, to discover what factors explained patterns among regime shifts and their 74 drivers, exponential random graph models were used to explore what types of local 75 interactions were consistent with the observed global patterns of the network. Sixth, 76 to identify the most common impacts on ecosystem services, or the most common 77 interactions among driver types, we analyzed the drivers and regime shifts datasets 78 using ordering methods. Each of these steps are described in the following sections. .It 84 presents information both in plain text and 92 categorical variables about the i) main 85 drivers of change, ii) impacts on ecosystem services, ecosystem processes and human 86 well-being, iii) land use, ecosystem type and spatial-temporal scale at which each 87 regime shift typically occurs, iv) possible managerial options, and v) assessment of 88 the reversibility of the regime shift and the level of uncertainty related to the existence 89 of the regime shift, and its underlying mechanism. The review of each regime shift is 90 available online and wherever possible each entry has been written or peer-reviewed 91 by an expert on the topic. 92
93
The database collects the most studied types of regime shifts in social-ecological 94
. Examples of regime shifts include i) well-established cases like 95 5 eutrophication 1 7 , where lakes turn from clear water to murky water leading to reduced 96 fishing productivity and toxic algae blooms; ii) controversial cases like dryland 97 degradation when dry forest and savanna shift to deserts and bare soils, significantly 98 reducing ecosystem services such as agricultural production and water cycling 2 0 ; and 99 iii) proposed shifts like the collapse of the Greenland ice sheet where the frequency 100 and intensity of warm events will shift the ice sheet from permanent to occasional, 101 reducing services such as coast line protection and climate regulation . An overview 102 of the 25 regime shifts analysed in this paper is given in S1 . We first collected a preliminary list 106 of drivers for each regime shift taking as a starting point that it should be referenced 107 in the academic literature that the variable has causal influence on the regime shift. 108
For each regime shift we draw a causal loop diagram, a graphical representation of the 109 causal structure of the system 2 3
. References and descriptions of each driver plus 110 causal diagrams are available in the RSDB. To avoid ambiguities and conflicting 111 definitions across different scholars, we defined drivers as variables outside the 112 feedback mechanisms of the system, thus they are variables independent of the 113 dynamics of the system. Direct drivers are those that influence the internal processes 114 or feedbacks underlying a regime shift, and indirect drivers those that alter one or 115 more direct drivers . Based on the minimum distance to a feedback loop, we 116 assessed the directedness of a driver as the shortest number of steps of separation to 117 the feedbacks. This classification was done for each regime shift, therefore when 118 comparing regime shifts a driver in one system can be part of an feedback in another. 119 120 To enable consisten comparison of drivers we systematically ensured that drivers 121 were defined consistently across the database. After the first identification of drivers 122 we checked for semantic cohesion, to avoid different words referring to the same 123 driver. So for example cropping and agriculture were renamed agriculture. When the 124 variables explicitly referred to different phenomena, different names were kept. For 125 example rainfall variability and precipitation were kept separately as the first refers to 126 variability and the second to total quantity. We further classified drivers as belonging 127 to different types of global change by slightly modifying previous classifications . 128
We identified 15 detailed categories of drivers, which were further grouped into 5 129 broad categories: habitat modification, food production, nutrients and pollutants, 130 resource extraction and spill-over effects. Thus, we distinguish between drivers 131 stemming directly from human activities (e.g. fertilizer use) and drivers affected by 132 the knock-on or 'spill-over' effects of these activities on natural processes (e.g. 133 sedimentation or upwelling). A worked example is presented in S1 File. 134
Scale of management 135
To examine management options for drivers of regime shifts we classified each driver 136 by the scale it could be managed. Managerial options for each regime shift are 137 synthesized in the RSDB. We exclusively classified each driver as requiring 138 management at either local, national, or international scales. We considered a driver 139 to be local if it could be mitigated substantially by changes made at the landscape or 140 municipality level. If changes at the watershed or regional level could strongly 141 counteract a driver we classified it as regional to national, and if actions to influence a 142 driver require global or continental coordination we coded it as international. For 143 drivers with management options at more than one scale, we chose the broadest scale 144 at which managerial actions are likely to be strong enough to avoid the shift. 145
Network simulations 146
To better understand the relative importance of regime shifts and drivers we 147 constructed a bipartite network where a driver is connected to a regime shift if there is 148 a reference in the academic literature that suggests causality or influence on its 149 feedback mechanisms. The bipartite network was analysed by considering two 150 network projections: a network of drivers connected by the regime shifts they caused, 151 and a network of regime shifts connected by the drivers they share. Since highly 152 connected drivers are more likely to cause regime shifts and highly connected regime 153 shifts are more vulnerable to different sets of drivers, the mean degree, the co-154 occurrence index and clustering coefficient 2 4 , 2 5
were measured and compared with 155 10000 random simulated networks. We assume that the relative importance of a 156 driver, or the number of times that is reported, depends on our particular sample of 157 regime shifts. Therefore we randomly reshuffled the associations between drivers and 158 regime shifts, keeping the number of links per node unchanged. Simulations were 159 performed in the R statistical software To explore the processes underlying the network patterns, we modelled scale of 177 management, nestedness, frequency and directedness as categorical variables or node 178 covariates for drivers; while ecosystem type, nestedness, number of papers reported, 179 and frequency were modelled as categorical variables or node covariates for regime 180 shifts. The presence or absence of categorical variables in the RSDB was used to 181 construct distance measures of how similar two regime shifts are depending on the 182 variables shared. These distances were modelled as edge covariates for the regime 183 shift network projection (see regime shifts clustering below). The bipartite network 184 was modelled as binary network with geometrically weighted terms . 188 189 We used multi-dimensional scaling to investigate the patterns underlying the 190 clustering of regime shifts. First we calculated the Sorensen-Dice distance between 191 regime shifts given the drivers they share. This measure favours the presence of 192 common drivers in the network rather than their absence, and we use it because we 193 are analyzing driver co-occurrence or regime shifts rather than straightforward 194 difference among regime shifts. The hierarchical clustering was performed using the 195 categorical variables of the RSDB after deleting zero columns, grouped by variables 196 as follows: ecosystem processes (5 variables), provisioning services (8) . These two approaches 208 allowed us to compare how global change meta-drivers impact regime shifts, and to 209 detect emergent patterns from our regime shift data based on the published literature. 210
Regime shifts and drivers clustering
Results
211
We identified 57 drivers underlying 25 regime shifts (Fig 1) . The mean number of 212 drivers per regime shift is 11.2, ranging from a low of 3 for steppe to tundra to a high 213 of 22 for mangrove collapse. The most frequently reported drivers of regime shifts are 214 climate change, agriculture and fishing, which are reported as drivers of 19, 17 and 215 15 regime shifts respectively. There are also 14 idiosyncratic drivers (~24%) that are 216 unique to specific regime shifts. More than half of the connections between drivers 217 and regime shifts are accounted for by 13 drivers (~22%). The most frequently co-218 occuring drivers, understood as the number of regime shifts they jointly drive, are 219 agriculture, climate change, nutrient inputs, deforestation, greenhouse gases, erosion 220 and sea surface temperature, where each pair occurs together in 10 or more regime 221 shifts. The regime shifts with the greatest number of shared drivers are marine 222 eutrophication, sea grass collapse, fisheries collapse, and kelp transitions, which 223 have 8 drivers in common. 224
225
The regime shift-drivers network had a much higher clustering coefficient, higher co-226 occurrence index, and lower mean degree than randomized networks (t-test for all 227 statistics P<10 15 , Fig 1) . This result suggests that co-occurrence patterns among 228 drivers are related to underlying processes. Furthermore, the network exhibits a nested 229 structure: idiosyncratic drivers co-occur only with drivers that also co-occur with 230 generalist ones (Fig 1 and S1 Fig) . Surprisingly, the exponential random graph 231 models show (S2 Table) that the nested structure of the network is not due to global 232 drivers being widely shared among regime shifts and local drivers being idiosyncratic. 233
Rather, drivers that can be managed at local and regional scales are more likely to co-234 occur with drivers that can also be managed at the same scale. Drivers are 235 significantly more likely to co-occur if they are indirect and generalist. Aquatic and 236 subcontinental regime shifts tend to share the same set of drivers; while terrestrial and 237 subcontinental regime shifts share fewer and more varied sets of drivers. Overall, 238 regime shifts are more likely to share drivers that affect similar ecosystem processes, 239 impact similar ecosystem services, occur in similar ecosystems and occur at similar 240 spatio-temporal scales (S2 Table) . 241 242 Ecosystem type has a strong influence on the variety of regime shift drivers as well as 243 ecosystem services impacted by regime shifts (Fig 2 & Fig 3) . Multi-dimensional 244 scaling reveals that aquatic regime shifts often affect fisheries, water purification, 245 disease control and aesthetic values, and they occur more often at the local scale (S2 246 related to terrestrial resource extraction or fire (Fig 2) . Almost two thirds of the 257 identified regime shift drivers (62%) have the potential to be managed at local or 258 national scales, while a third (38%) can only be managed internationally (Fig 3) . 259 260
Discussion
261
The variety of drivers revealed by our analysis demonstrates that reducing the risk of 262 regime shifts requires integrated action on multiple dimensions of global change 263 across scales (Fig 2 and 3) , a non-trivial challenge for governance. Even heroic 264 actions, such as halting climate change or halting agricultural expansion, if not 265 combined with other actions, will be insufficient to avoid most regime shifts. 266 267 Food production and climate change are key drivers of regime shifts that are 268 intertwined with one another (Fig 2) and expected to increase in the coming 269 decades 4 , 3 6 , 3 7
. These drivers have the potential to synchronize the risk of regime shifts 270 across many systems as well as to produce cascading regime shifts. Drivers related to 271 food production consist of a broad set of drivers that tend to occur together. They 272 combine resource extraction (e.g. fishing, cropping), nutrients and pollution and 273 strongly co-occur with habitat modification drivers (e.g. urbanization, deforestation), 274 all of which simplify and homogenize ecosystems. Climate related drivers are a more 275 narrow set of connected drivers, providing few opportunities for local or regional 276 management. However in both cases there is strong potential to reduce risk of 277 synchrony by managing local and national scale drivers . Local activities and 278 global markets connect climate and food drivers, which increases the risk of 279 synchronized regime shifts, but also provides an opportunity to increase resilience by 280 diversifying local and national energy, food, and regime shift management. 281
282
The number of regime shifts that share climate and food production related drivers 283 furthermore increases the potential for cascading effects among multiple regime 284 shifts. Cascades of regime shifts are possible when some regime shifts enhance the 285 drivers of other types of regime shifts . Regime shifts that contribute to 286 climate change by releasing greenhouse gases or decreasing albedo, or regime shifts 287 that increase the demand for food by e.g. decreasing crop production, can increase the 288 likelihood of other climate or food production driven regime shifts far away. 289 290 It remains unclear whether the differences between aquatic, terrestrial and 291 subcontinental regime shifts are explained by the extent to which they have been 292 studied. In the early development of regime shifts theory, aquatic systems were 293 proposed as ideal candidates to test for the existence and mechanisms underlying 294 these non-linear dynamics 1 5 , and consequently have been better studied. Aquatic 295 environments also have and share more drivers, often accounting for land and ocean 296 interactions. Subcontinental regime shifts are harder to study since most evidence 297 relies on observation of long-term processes rather than experimentation. They also 298 share many drivers but to a lesser extent than aquatic regime shifts, and their drivers 299 and impacts are typically climate related. This makes them ideal candidates for the 300 study of cascading effects, when one regime shift acts as a driver of other shifts. was done in a systematic, repeatable way, and although some of the categories could 327 have been defined differently, we do not believe it would alter the overall pattern of 328 our results. However, future work needs to take into consideration that the weighting 329 of drivers is not homogeneous across all regime shifts, as such weights are expected 330 to be context dependent. Furthermore, our network approach so far does not allow us 331 to infer the role of dynamics, how changes in the intensity of drivers over time 332 strengthens or weakens their interaction, or how the ordering of events could 333 exacerbate or dampen the effect of such interactions. 334 335 Achieving a sustainable future will require meeting needs for ecosystem services 9 , 336 while avoiding regime shifts that disrupt the resilient production of these services. 337
Consequently, both theoretical and empirical work is needed to better assess where 338 regime shifts are most likely to happen, which ecosystems and their services will be 339 most affected, and which groups of society will be most impacted. Furthermore, better 340 understanding of the dynamics of regime shifts and their drivers is needed to 341 understand the i) extent to which increasing drivers of global change can trigger 342 Science 347, 1317-1319 (2015) . 450 451 452 
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